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“One night when she was four and sleeping in the bottom bunk of her bunk bed, Ruth Cole woke to the sound of
lovemaking—it was coming from her parents’ bedroom.” This sentence opens John Irving’s ninth novel, A Widow for
One Year, a story of a family marked by tragedy. Ruth Cole is a complex, often self-contradictory character—a “difficult”
woman. By no means is she conventionally “nice,” but she will never be forgotten. Ruth’s story is told in three parts,
each focusing on a critical time in her life. When we first meet her—on Long Island, in the summer of 1958—Ruth is only
four. The second window into Ruth’s life opens on the fall of 1990, when she is an unmarried woman whose personal life
is not nearly as successful as her literary career. She distrusts her judgment in men, for good reason. A Widow for One
Year closes in the autumn of 1995, when Ruth Cole is a forty-one-year-old widow and mother. She’s about to fall in love
for the first time. Richly comic, as well as deeply disturbing, A Widow for One Year is a multilayered love story of
astonishing emotional force. Both ribald and erotic, it is also a brilliant novel about the passage of time and the
relentlessness of grief.
A collection of reminiscences that illuminate the career and private life of the iconic author of 'Slaughterhouse-Five' Kurt
Vonnegut (1922-2007), who began his writing career working for popular magazines, held both literary aspirations and an
attraction to genre fiction. His conspicuous refusal to respect literary boundaries was part of what made him a
countercultural icon in the 1960s and 1970s. Vonnegut's personal life was marked in large part by public success and
private turmoil. Two turbulent marriages, his sudden adoption of his late sister's four children (and the equally sudden
removal of one of those children), and a mid-eighties suicide attempt all signaled the extent of Vonnegut's inner troubles.
Yet, he was a generous friend to many, maintaining close correspondences throughout his life. Kurt Vonnegut
Remembered gathers reminiscences--by those who knew him intimately, and from those met him only once--that span
Vonnegut's entire life. Among the anecdotes in this collection are remembrances from his immediate family, reflections
from his comrades in World War II, and tributes from writers he worked with in Iowa City and from those who knew him
when he was young. Editor Jim O'Loughlin offers biographical notes on Vonnegut's relationship with each of these
figures. Since Vonnegut's death, much has been written on his life and work, but this new volume offers a more generous
view of his life, particularly his last years. In O'Loughlin's introduction to the volume, he argues that we can locate and
understand Vonnegut's best self through his public persona, and that in his performance as the kind and humane figure
that many of the speakers here knew him as, Vonnegut became a better person than he ever felt himself to be.
Trying to Save Piggy Sneed contains a dozen short works by John Irving, beginning with three memoirs, including an
account of Mr. Irving’s dinner with President Ronald Reagan at the White House. The longest of the memoirs, “The
Imaginary Girlfriend,” is the core of this collection. The middle section of the book is fiction. Since the publication of his
first novel, Setting Free the Bears, in 1968, John Irving has written twelve more novels but only half a dozen stories that
he considers “finished”: they are all published here, including “Interiors,” which won the O. Henry Award. In the third and
final section are three essays of appreciation: one on Günter Grass, two on Charles Dickens. To each of the twelve
pieces, Mr. Irving has contributed his Author’s Notes. These notes provide some perspective on the circumstances
surrounding the writing of each piece—for example, an election-year diary of the Bush-Clinton campaigns accompanies
Mr. Irving’s memoir of his dinner with President Reagan; and the notes to one of his short stories explain that the story
was presented and sold to Playboy as the work of a woman. Trying to Save Piggy Sneed is both as moving and as
mischievous as readers would expect from the author of The World According to Garp, The Cider House Rules, A Prayer
of Owen Meany, A Widow for One Year, and In One Person. And Mr. Irving’s concise autobiography, “The Imaginary
Girlfriend,” is both a work of the utmost literary accomplishment and a paradigm for living. Skyhorse Publishing, as well
as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories,
mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and
much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
Explores the author's literary works through critical essays that explore Irving's popularity, narrative perspective, and postmodernism from a variety of viewpoints.
Die Leser von ›Garp‹ werden sich erinnern: ›Die Pension Grillparzer‹ ist die erste Erzählung aus der Feder des
19-jährigen Garp – mit ihr erobert er Helen, seine spätere Frau. Eine Geschichte voller Verrücktheit und Trauer, mit
wiederkehrenden Träumen, verzweifelten Akrobaten, Bären und Wien.
“Truly remarkable . . . encompasses the longings and agonies of youth . . . a complex and moving novel.”—Time
“Astonishing . . . a writer of uncommon imaginative power. Whatever [John Irving] writes, it will be worth
reading.”—Saturday Review It is 1967. Two Viennese university students, Siggy and Hannes, roam the Austrian
countryside on their motorcycles—on a quest: to liberate the bears of the Vienna Zoo. But their good intentions have both
comic and gruesome consequences in this first novel from John Irving, already a master storyteller at twenty-five years
old. “Imagine a mixture of Till Eulenspiegel and Ken Kesey . . . and you've got the range of the merry pranksters who hot
rod through Mr. Irving's book . . . tossing flowers, stealing salt shakers, and planning the biggest caper of their young
lives.”—The New York Times
The first three novels of this highly acclaimed, New York Times best-selling author. Compassionate, satirical, deeply
insightful and humorous, these compelling novels have gained him millions of fans. Includes Setting Free the Bears, The
Water-Method Man, and The 158-Pound Marriage.
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Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Commentary (novels not included). Pages: 21. Chapters: A Prayer for Owen Meany, A Son of the Circus, A Widow for One Year,
In One Person, Last Night in Twisted River, Setting Free the Bears, The 158-Pound Marriage, The Cider House Rules, The Fourth
Hand, The Hotel New Hampshire, The Water-Method Man, The World According to Garp, Until I Find You. Excerpt: Last Night in
Twisted River is a 2009 novel by American writer John Irving, his twelfth since 1968. It was first published in Canada by Knopf
Canada on October 20, 2009, and in the United States by Random House on October 27, 2009. The novel spans five decades
and is about a boy and his father who flee the logging community of Twisted River on the Androscoggin River in northern New
Hampshire after a tragic accident. While on the run, the boy grows up to become a famous writer, writing eight semiautobiographical novels. The book was included in Time's 2009 list of "the fall's most anticipated movies, books, TV shows,
albums and exhibits." Last Night in Twisted River took 20 years to conceive and write, and is a story within a story that shows the
development of a novelist and the writing process. It uses many of the themes and plot devices that have already seen treatment
in other works by the author. The career of the novelist in the book closely tracks the career of Irving himself, making it Irving's
most overtly autobiographical novel. The book received mixed reviews in the press. The Independent called it Irving's most
powerful work to date, while The Dallas Morning News admired Irving's modern version of the traditional flight and revenge theme.
The New York Times was not as impressed and felt that with better editing it could have equalled some of Irving's more powerful
works. The St. Petersburg Times described the novel as a "loose and baggy tale in search of a center." The...
This volume provides a general overview of the history of the relatively common learning disability known as dyslexia, and
explores it from a cognitive and neurological point of view. It also offers insights into the phenomena of creativity, and outlines a
theory that links dyslexia to the creative process. The book illustrates these ideas with overviews of the lives of five well-known
Americans recognized for their creative pursuits; artists Robert Rauschenberg, Chuck Close, and Charles Ray, and writers John
Irving and Wendy Wasserstein. All five faced the struggles that accompany dyslexia, and recognized the positive traits afforded by
their learning differences, harnessing them to further their creative processes.
Nach dem großartigen Erfolg mit _Owen Meany_ (seit Erscheinen im Juni 1990 auf der Spiegel-Bestseller-Liste) Irvings bester
Roman (Le Point, Paris) als Taschenbuch.
Davis and Womack investigate the emerging gaps between literary scholarship and the reading experience. The idea of
reconciling the void - the locus of our sociocultural disillusionment and despair in an uncertain world - concerns explicit artistic
attempts to represent the ways in which human beings seek out meaning, hope and community.
Zwei Paare beschließen, es einmal mit Partnertausch zu versuchen. Ein mittelgewichtiger Versuch, mit dem schwergewichtigen
Problem der Ehe fertigzuwerden und wieder gefährlich zu leben. Anfangs scheint auch alles zu klappen, doch dann entpuppt sich
einer der Vier als Spielverderber, die Vierecksgeschichte entwickelt sich zunehmend zu einem Kampf hinter verschlossenen
Türen, mit schmerzlichen Folgen. "
Winner of the National Book Award "Nothing in contemporary fiction matches it." --The New Republic "Wonderful . . . full of energy
and art, at once funny and horrifying and heartbreaking." --Washington Post Powerful and political, with unforgettable characters
and timeless themes, The World According to Garp is John Irving's breakout novel. The precursor of Irving's later protest novels, it
is the story of Jenny, an unmarried nurse who becomes a single mom and a feminist leader, beloved but polarizing--and of her
son, Garp, less beloved but no less polarizing. From the tragicomic tone of its first sentence to its mordantly funny last line--"we
are all terminal cases"--The World According to Garp maintains a breakneck pace. The subject of sexual hatred and violence--of
intolerance of sexual minorities, and sexual differences--runs through the book, as relevant now as ever. Available in more than
forty countries--with more than ten million copies in print--Garp is a comedy with forebodings of doom.
As we grow older - most of all, in what we remember and what we dream - we live in the past. Sometimes, we live more vividly in
the past than in the present. As an older man, Juan Diego will take a trip to the Philippines, but his dreams and memories will
travel with him; he is most alive in his childhood and early adolescence in Mexico. 'An aura of fate had marked him,' John Irving
writes. 'The chain of events, the links in our lives - what leads us where we're going, the courses we follow to our ends, what we
don't see coming, and what we do - all this can be mysterious, or simply unseen, or even obvious.'
Die Odyssee eines Kochs und seines Sohns durch New Hampshire und halb Amerika, ausgelöst durch eine tragische Verwechslung.
Was tun, wenn zwei Wiener Eulenspiegel beschlossen haben, durch ihre Universitätsexamen zu fallen, auf einem geliehenen Motorrad in die
Welt zu fahren und die Bären zu befreien? Unterwegs gilt es, dicke und dünne Mädchen zu erobern, wachsame Tanten, Parkwächter und
wütende Bienen zu überlisten. Vor dem Hintergrund des Zweiten Weltkrieges in Österreich bekommt diese Reise eine tragisch-skurrile
Vorgeschichte.
Now available as an ebook for the first time ever in America, the bestselling coming-of-age classic novel by John Irving—the 40th anniversary
edition with a new introduction by the author. “He is more than popular. He is a Populist, determined to keep alive the Dickensian tradition
that revels in colorful set pieces...and teaches moral lessons.”—The New York Times The opening sentence of John Irving’s breakout novel
The World According to Garp signals the start of sexual violence, which becomes increasingly political. “Garp’s mother, Jenny Fields, was
arrested in Boston in 1942 for wounding a man in a movie theater.” Jenny is an unmarried nurse; she becomes a single mom and a feminist
leader, beloved but polarizing. Her son, Garp, is less beloved, but no less polarizing. From the tragicomic tone of its first sentence to its
mordantly funny last line—“we are all terminal cases”—The World According to Garp maintains a breakneck pace. The subject of sexual
hatred—of intolerance of sexual minorities and differences—runs the gamut of “lunacy and sorrow.” Winner of the National Book Award, Garp
is a comedy with forebodings of doom. In more than thirty languages, in more than forty countries—with more than ten million copies in
print—Garp is the precursor of John Irving’s later protest novels.
Founded in 1957, Chase's observes its 60th anniversary with the 2018 edition! Users will find everything worth knowing and celebrating for
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, historical milestones, famous birthdays, festivals, sporting events and much more. "One of the most
impressive reference volumes in the world."--Publishers Weekly.
It is 1967 and two Viennese university students want to liberate the Vienna Zoo, as was done after World War II. But their good intentions
have both comic and gruesome consequences, in this first novel written by a twenty-five year old John Irving, already a master storyteller.
Auf einer Reise durch die Neuengland-Staaten erwarten den Besucher lebendige Geschichte und gleichermaßen eindrucksvolle
Landschafts- und Naturerlebnisse. Die Farbenpracht des Indian Summer ist ebenso überwältigend wie die gewaltige Wasserkraft der
Niagarafälle. Die große Auswahl an Aktivitäten reicht von Bootsausflügen zur Walbeobachtung oder zum Hummerfang über
Wildwasserfahrten und Bergbesteigungen bis hin zu Wandern und Radfahren. In den Metropolen Boston, Philadelphia, New York und
Washington D.C. erwartet den Reisenden die gesamte Bandbreite an aktuellen Kulturangeboten, hippen Restaurants und spannenden
Sportveranstaltungen. Im Kontrast dazu versetzen romantische Ortschaften mit weiß getünchten Dorfkirchen den Besucher zurück in die Zeit
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der ersten Siedler aus Europa. Die erfahrenen USA-Autoren geben viele Tipps für Individualreisende und heben kenntnisreich den ganz
eigenen Charakter der einzelnen Staaten hervor. Ihre ein- bis fünfwöchigen Routenvorschläge sind variierbar und ideal für Mietwagen- und
Wohnmobilfahrer. Mit den Bundesstaaten Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut und Massachusetts sowie den
Metropolen New York, Washington D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia und Toronto in Kanada
Die Kindler Klassiker präsentieren in einem Band die wichigen Autoren und Werke einer Nationalliteratur. Auf 600 - 800 Seiten werden sie
vorgestell: kurze biografische Skizzen der Autoren und kundige Darstellung der Werke. Alles wie im KLL, nur: eine ganze literarische Welt in
einem Band.

John Irving's memoir begins with his account of the distinguished career and medical writings of the novelist's
grandfather Dr Frederick C. Irving, a renowned obstetrician and gynaecologist, and includes Mr Irving's incisive history of
abortion politics in the United States. But My Movie Business focuses primarily on the thirteen years John Irving spent
adapting his novel The Cider House Rules for the screen - for four different directors. Mr Irving also writes about the
failed effort to make his first novel, Setting Free the Bears, into a movie, about two of the films that were made from his
novels (but not from his screenplays), The World According to Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire; about his slow
progress at shepherding his screenplay of A Son of the Circus into production. Not least, and in addition to its qualities as
a memoir - anecdotal, comic, affectionate and candid - My Movie Business is an insightful essay on the essential
differences between writing a novel and writing a screenplay.
An introduction to and advice on book collecting with a glossary of terms and tips on how to identify first editions and
estimated values for over 20,000 collectible books published in English (including translations) over the last three
centuries-about half are literary titles in the broadest sense (novels, poetry, plays, mysteries, science fiction, and
children's books); and the other half are non-fiction (Americana, travel and exploration, finance, cookbooks, color plate,
medicine, science, photography, Mormonism, sports, et al).
Indhold: The Man and the Writer: "Novelist as Cultural Hero"; Setting Free the Bears: From "Pre-History" to Fiction; The
Water-Method Man: From Autobiography to Art; The 158-Pound Marriage: " A Tale by a Villain"; The World According to
Garp: Life as a Doomed Effort at Reclassification; The Hotel New Hampshire: "So We Dream On"; The Cider House
Rules: Novel as Polemic; Afterword; Notes and References; Selected Bibliography; Index
A tale inspired by the U.S. AIDS epidemic in the 1980s follows the experiences of individuals--including the bisexual
narrator--who are torn by devastating losses and whose perspectives on tolerance and love are shaped by awareness of
what might have been.
›Bis ich dich finde‹ ist die Geschichte des Schauspielers Jack Burns. Seine Mutter ist Tätowiererin, sein Vater ein
Organist, der verschwunden ist. Ein Roman über Obsessionen und Freundschaften; über fehlende Väter und (zu) starke
Mütter; über Kirchenorgeln, Ringen und Tattoos; über gestohlene Kindheit, trügerische Erinnerungen und über die Suche
nach der einen Person, die unserem Leben endlich einen Sinn gibt.
"We do not pretend to have produced the writers included in this book. Their talent was inevitably shaped by the genes
rattling in ancestral closets. We did give them a community in which to try out the quality of their gift.".
Fictive Fathers in the Contemporary American Novel explores the unstable construction of heteronormative white
masculinity in the contemporary United States by focusing on relationships between fathers and their children. Debra
Shostak reads the novels of 18 North American writers publishing in the late 20th and early 21st centuries as allegories
of cultural conflict and change within the nuclear family; the authors considered include Paul Auster, Don DeLillo, Jeffrey
Eugenides, Jonathan Safran Foer, Jonathan Franzen, John Irving, Jonathan Lethem, Carole Maso, Bobbie Ann Mason,
Cormac McCarthy, Claire Messud, Viet Thanh Nguyen, Tim O'Brien, Marilynne Robinson, Philip Roth, Mona Simpson,
Jane Smiley, and Anne Tyler. These novelists portray father figures who, often literally or figuratively absent from the
family scene, disrupt the familial order and their family members' identities. Shostak's close readings illuminate
unexpectedly conservative, even subversive, ideological positions at the heart of these fictions. Fictive Fathers traces the
eroding myth of paternal authority that sustained a patriarchal model within real American families and their literary
representations.
Setting Free the BearsA NovelBallantine Books
John Irving and Cultural Mourning offers a chronological survey of his eleven novels, examining his prose via thematically focused
chapters on postmodernism, the sixties, fatherhood, narcissism, mourning and finally self-redemption.
'A work of genius' Independent 'Marvellously funny . . . What better entertainment is there than a serious book which makes you
laugh?' Spectator 'If you care about something you have to protect it. If you're lucky enough to find a way of life you love, you have
to find the courage to live it.' Summer, 1953. In the small town of Gravesend, New Hampshire, eleven-year-old John Wheelwright
and his best friend Owen Meany are playing in a Little League baseball game. When Owen hits a foul ball which kills John's
mother, their lives are changed in an instant. It is dismissed as a tragic accident but Owen disagrees. He believes that he is God's
instrument, put on Earth for a higher purpose. And as the boys come into adulthood to the background of the Vietnam War, a
series of remarkable events show that perhaps Owen's divine plan was not imagined after all. Discover the funny yet poignant
classic by the bestselling author of The World According to Garp. 'So extraordinary, so original, and so enriching' Stephen King,
The Washington Post 'May justly join the classic American list' Anthony Burgess, Observer
“The first of my father’s illusions was that bears could survive the life lived by human beings, and the second was that human
beings could survive a life led in hotels.” So says John Berry, son of a hapless dreamer, brother to a cadre of eccentric siblings,
and chronicler of the lives lived, the loves experienced, the deaths met, and the myriad strange and wonderful times encountered
by the family Berry. Hoteliers, pet-bear owners, friends of Freud (the animal trainer and vaudevillian, that is), and playthings of
mad fate, they “dream on” in a funny, sad, outrageous, and moving novel by the remarkable author of A Son of the Circus and A
Prayer for Owen Meany.
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